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Dear Noluthando

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION - ONLINE PLATFORMS MARKET INQUIRY

1
1.1

1.2
1.3

We refer to the:

letter from the chairperson of the Market Inquiry dated 20 August 2021 ("Second RFI")
addressed to Samsung;
our letter to Raksha Darji of the Competition Commission ("Commission") dated
31 August 2021; and
the email from Raksha Darji dated 31 August 2021 granting Samsung Electronics South Africa
Proprietary Limited ("Samsung SA") an extension until 24 September 2021 to respond to the
Second RFI.
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As indicated in our previous correspondences to the Commission, Samsung SA does not operate
an online intermediation platform but has, within the time afforded to it, been in contact with the
attorneys for the Samsung head office, Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd in South Korea ("Samsung
HO") to request from them the information and documentation in the Second RFI which pertains to
the Samsung Galaxy App Store ("Galaxy Store"). Samsung SA has also responded to the questions
in the Second RFI which were within Samsung SA's knowledge.
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For easy reference, we repeat in bold below each of the Commission's questions contained in the
Second RFI, followed immediately by Samsung's response thereto.
We point out that the
information contained in this letter constitutes "confidential information" as defined in the Competition
Act, No. 89 of 1998 ("Competition Act"). In this regard, please find attached hereto a completed
Form CC7, together with the annexure thereto.
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3. Kindly confirm that Samsung does not have any first party apps that are paid apps
and apps with in-app purchase options.
We are informed that Samsung does not have any first party apps that are paid apps and apps
with in-app purchase options.

3.2

3.1 Are there any specific reasons for not developing first party paid apps and apps with
in-app purchase options?
No.

3.3

4. For Samsung smart devices (mobile phones and tablets) sold in South Africa in 2020,
provide the following information:
4.1. Total number of devices sold

3.4

4.2. Proportion of devices running on Android OS and Tizen OS

Samsung discontinued using the Tizen OS after August 2018. Therefore, all of the current
Samsung branded mobile phone handsets and tablets run on Android OS.
3.5

4.3. Proportion of these devices that have only Play Store pre-installed
Please refer to the response in paragraph 3.7 below.

3.6

4.4. Proportion of these devices that have only Galaxy Store pre-installed
Please refer to the response in paragraph 3.7 below.

3.7

4.5. Proportion of these devices that have both Play Store and Galaxy Store pre-installed.

Samsung devices have both the Play Store and Galaxy Store pre-installed.
3.8

5. Explain Samsung’s reasons for developing its own app store.

Samsung developed its own app store, the Galaxy Store, with the intention of providing a better
user experience to Samsung device users.
3.9

5.1. What challenges did Samsung face in developing its own app store?
There were various systems and infrastructure investments which were required in order to
become a mobile app store provider. In addition, in developing the Galaxy Store, there were
challenges in identifying market trends with a view to improving and developing the Galaxy
Store accordingly.

3.10

5.2. How long did it take to develop its own app store?
After conducting a reasonable search internally for relevant information, Samsung is not able
to assess the exact development period due to lack of data. Please note the Galaxy Store was
launched more than 10 years ago.
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5.3. How much did it cost Samsung to develop its own app store?

We are informed that calculating the total cost of developing the Galaxy Store is very
challenging since those development costs are often mixed with other costs. Accordingly, this
information is not available.

3.12

5.4. Explain how Samsung overcome any barriers, if any, such as capital cost, resource
required for R&D in terms of skills (personnel), hardware, etc.

Rather than focusing on building a competing app store, the Galaxy Store has been more
dedicated on working to establish and develop the Galaxy Store’s own identity and strengths.
In this regard, Samsung has trained engineers, adopted new technologies and explored new
types of content, etc.
3.13

5.5. Are there any challenges with distributing apps through the Galaxy Store that were
historically developed for the Play Store and/or Apple app store? This could include
technical challenges as an example.

Samsung is of the view that app developers are in a more appropriate position to answer this
question.
3.14

5.6. Did Samsung face any challenges from Google for developing its own app store for
Samsung devices running on Android OS?
No.

3.15

6. The Inquiry notes Samsung’s submission that Samsung devices running on Android
OS have the Galaxy Store pre-installed. Please provide the following information:
6.1. Can other third-party smart device manufacturers on Android OS make use of the
Galaxy Store? If so, please list the other companies that make use of the Galaxy Store.
No. The Galaxy Store is only available on Samsung devices.

3.16

6.2. What is the process for how the Galaxy Store and Play Store are displayed on the
Samsung device in instances where both app stores are pre-installed on Samsung
devices?

The Galaxy Store and Play Store are pre-loaded on Samsung devices, and they are all placed
in an app tray, or app drawer, which is a section on the device that houses all of the installed
apps.
3.17

6.3. Can consumers access the same apps in the Galaxy Store and Play Store on
Samsung devices that have both app stores pre-installed? Are there any restrictions on
the apps that are offered by both app stores on the same device?

(For the first inquiry) Yes, consumers can access the same apps offered by both the Galaxy
Store and the Play Store on Samsung devices. (For the second inquiry) No, there are no
restrictions on the apps offered by both app stores on the same device.
3.18

6.4 Are there any app developers’ with exclusivity to develop apps only on Galaxy store?

Samsung does not have any particular exclusivity policies. However, from time to time there
might be some collaborations with app developers for exclusive offers in the Galaxy Store.
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3.19

6.5. Are you aware of app developers’ with exclusivity to develop apps only on Play
store?
Samsung is not aware of any such exclusivity arrangements.

3.20

7. Does Samsung view the Play store as a must have on all on its devices, although it
has Galaxy store?
Considering Play Store’s high market share and preference by users, there is strong need for
the Play Store to be installed on devices running the Android OS.

3.21

8. Explain the prominence of sideloading (downloading apps from the internet) on
Samsung devices.
Samsung does not have information on the prominence of sideloading on its devices and,
therefore, Samsung cannot respond to this question.

3.22

8.1. What is the process for consumers to sideload apps on your smart devices in South
Africa?
We understand that in general, a user would need to change the security settings on the
Samsung device in order to the allow files/app in question to be downloaded. This process
may differ slightly for older versions of the Android OS.

3.23

8.2. Are there any risks (such as security risks) and/or technical challenges associated
with sideloading apps?
Sideloading from unknown and unverified sources could represent considerable security risks
with accompanying malware and malfunction, etc.

3.24

8.3. What is the process for consumers to update apps that were downloaded via
sideloading?
Samsung does not have sufficient information or experience to answer this question.

3.25

8.4. Are there any risks (such as security risks) and/or technical challenges associated
with updating apps directly from the internet (e.g., through the developer’s website)?
It is reasonably understood that updating via unknown and unverified sources could represent
considerable security risks with accompanying malware and malfunction, etc.

3.26

9. Can consumers update apps from the Galaxy Store if the app was downloaded from
another app store or sideloaded and vice versa? Are there any technical difficulties or
risks associated with such?

Samsung does not have sufficient information or experience to answer this question.

3.27

10. Since Samsung devices operate on Android OS, does Play store come pre-installed?
Can Samsung refuse to install Play store on its devices, when it is already on Android
OS by default?

Yes, the Play Store is pre-installed on Samsung smart mobile devices and Samsung can decide
whether to pre-install the Play Store on its devices.
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3.28

11. For the Samsung devices that have the Play Store pre-installed, provide the following
information:

3.29

11.2. Are the prices charged for the same app on Galaxy store and Play store the same?
If yes, why?

The question is formulated very broadly. Since there are many apps on the Galaxy Store and
the Play Store, Samsung does not have such comparative price information.
3.30

11.3. Does Samsung seek to incentivise cheaper prices on the Galaxy Store compared
to Play Store? If not, why?

No, Samsung does not seek to incentivise cheaper prices on the Galaxy Store compared to
the Play Store; it leaves the app pricing decisions to the app developers. Samsung does not
track or monitor the prices of corresponding apps offered on the Play Store.
3.31

11.4. Are there any specifications from Google in terms of the price at which an app is
charged in the Play Store and Galaxy Store if both app stores are available on the same
device?

No.

3.32

12. Provide all internal research conducted on consumer behaviour analytics relating to
Galaxy Store. This may include:

The information requested in this question 12 is not available.
3.33

12.1. the number of pages viewed by consumers.
Please refer to the response to question 12 in paragraph 3.32 above.

3.34

12.2. the number of consumers that search beyond page 1 of the search results.
Please refer to the response to question 12 in paragraph 3.32 above.

3.35

12.3. the number of clicks on each page by consumers.
Please refer to the response to question 12 in paragraph 3.32 above.

3.36

12.4. the number of consumers who download apps located on page 1, 2, 3 etc. of the
search results.
Please refer to the response to question 12 in paragraph 3.32 above.

3.37

13. Does Samsung provide any benefits/incentives to app developers to list their apps
on the Galaxy Store? Please elaborate.
No, Samsung does not provide any particular benefits/incentives to app developers to list their
apps on the Galaxy Store, except for the potential adjustment to the commission rate.
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13.1. Does Samsung offer app developers any discounts on the commission charged in
order to incentivise them to join the Galaxy Store? If yes, is this available to South
African app developers?
Samsung does not have discount policies applicable to app developers. For the sake of clarity,
the general commission rate is 70:30 as described in the Galaxy Store Terms and Conditions
unless there is a separate arrangement. These Galaxy Store Terms and Conditions apply to
South African app developers as well.

3.39

14. Given the differences in commission charged to developers on Galaxy store and Play
store, how does Samsung incentivize its developers?
Save for the possible agreed adjustments to the general commission rate, Samsung does not
have particular incentive policies.

3.40

15. How does Samsung collect and store the data of South African app developers on
the Galaxy Store and/or android based smart devices who may be competing with
Samsung for the provision of apps?

Samsung collects and stores the data of South African app developers on the Galaxy Store in
accordance
with
Samsung's
Privacy
Notice.
Please
refer
to
https://seller.samsunqapps.com/help/privacy.as?channel=common&localeLanquaqe=en
for the Samsung Privacy Notice.
3.41

15.1. Can Samsung utilise this data for its own research and development of apps?
Samsung’s use of the data collected is strictly limited to the purpose described in the Samsung
Privacy Notice.

3.42

15.2. Has Samsung ever used data of app developers in South Africa to develop its own
first party apps?

No. Please refer to the response to question 3 in paragraph 3.1 above.

3.43

16. Detail the historic changes to Samsung Galaxy Store’s agreement with app
developers in South Africa specifically in relation to:

16.1. any changes to how apps are ranked in the Galaxy Store.

Not applicable. Ranking related information was added in 2019 and since then, there have not
been any changes.

3.44

16.2. Does Samsung’s search ranking in the Galaxy Store promote South African apps?
Please elaborate.
Ranking in the Galaxy Store does not promote specific country apps.

3.45

16.3. Explain any changes to the commission rates charged to app developers in South
Africa over time.

Not applicable. Commission rates have not been changed. For the sake of clarity, the Galaxy
Store Terms and Conditions apply to all the developers regardless of the geographical regions
they operate in.
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16.4. The Inquiry notes Samsung’s submission that a 30:70 ratio is applied for paid apps
except in instances where a specific contract is signed with app developers. What is the
commission ratio applicable to South African app developers?
As indicated above, if there are no specific partnership arrangements in place and no individual
commission rates have been negotiated, the standard 30:70 ratio is applicable to all app
developers, including South African app developers.

3.47

16.4.1. If there are individual commission rates negotiated with South African app
developers, please provide this information.
Not applicable. There are no separate commission rates with South African developers.

3.48

17. Provide any research conducted on whether consumers using Samsung devices are
also active on other app stores and download apps directly from the internet:

To the best of Samsung's knowledge, after conducting a reasonable search internally for
relevant documentation, Samsung does not have any such research requested in this question.
3.49

17.1. Do South African consumers using Samsung devices use competing app stores
and download apps from the internet?

Samsung does not have any information to respond to the question about consumer behaviour.

3.50

18. What does Samsung use the consumer data for, that it collects through the Galaxy
Store for?
Please refer to the User Privacy Notice of Samsung Account. Samsung collects and uses the
data
as
referred
to
in
the
following
Privacy
Notice:
https://account.samsung.com/membership/policv/privacy.

3.51

18.1. Is this data used for personalized marketing to consumers?

Yes, such data can be used for personalized marketing to consumers. Please refer to the
Privacy Notice above.
3.52

18.2. Is this data used for personalized pricing to consumers?
No.

3.53

18.3. Are there any efficiency benefits associated with using consumer data for (i)
personalized marketing and (ii) personalized pricing? Explain fully and quantify the
efficiency benefits (if applicable).
Samsung's general sense is that there are benefits to personalized marketing, but it has not
quantified these benefits since the use of personalised marketing in the Galaxy Store is still in
its infancy.
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19. Your response to para 6.3 of our first RFI indicates the total number of app
developers available on the Galaxy Store in South Africa. What proportion of these app
developers are South African app developers for each of the years 2014 to 2020?

Please refer to the following table for the total number of South African app developers each
year from 2014 to 2020.

3.55

20. The Inquiry notes your submission that Samsung does not have any policies or
support mechanisms to assist South African SMEs and HDI app developers. Does
Samsung offer any programs to assist small app developers in other parts of the world?
If yes, please explain the types of programs available in other parts of the world and the
reasons for not offering such to South African SME and HDI app developers.
No, Samsung does not offer any particular programs to assist small app developers in other
parts of the world.

3.56

21. Kindly provide the contact details of:
21.1. the 10 largest South African app developers by revenue or leads generated through
the platform in 2020.
We are informed that among the sellers
ln this regard, the email addresses of those sellers are
provided in the table below:
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3.57

21.2. the 10 smallest South African app developers by revenue or leads generated
through the platform in 2020.

Please refer to the response to question 21.1 referred to in paragraph 3.56 above.
3.58

22. Does Samsung offer consumers in South Africa any loyalty schemes for
downloading apps on the Galaxy Store?
No, the Galaxy Store does not provide consumers in South Africa with any loyalty schemes for
downloading apps on the Galaxy Store.

3.59

23. How have app downloads in the Galaxy Store been impacted by the introduction of
the Google Play Points Program, a loyalty program on the Play Store?
Samsung does not have any data or information to respond to this question.

Yours sincerely

DOMINIQUE ARTEIRO
WERKSMANS ATTORNEYS
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Claim that Information is Confidential
Form CC7
To: The Competition Commission and the Competition Tribunal

About this Form
Concerning:
•

This Form is issued in terms of
Competition Commission Rule
13.

•

The Commission must treat
confidentially any information
identified by you on this form,
but may refer it to the
Competition Tribunal to
determine whether the
information is confidential in
terms of the Act. You will be
notified if your claim is referred
to the Tribunal.

•

•

Until the Tribunal makes a
decision about your information,
it will be treated as confidential
by the Commission, subject to
any public notice requirements
set out in the Act or Rules.
Please see Competition
Commission Rule 13.

Confidential information means
trade, business or industrial
information that belongs to a
firm, has a particular economic
value, and is not generally
available to or known by others.

(Name and file number:) Online Intermediation Platforms Market Inquiry
2021MAY0010

On a separate sheet of paper, list the following information, and set out the
facts and contentions supporting your claim that the identified information is
confidential.
Column 1 - Name of the document that contains the confidential information.
Column 2 - The page and line number at which the confidential information
begins and ends.
Column 3 - The name of the firm that owns the particular information.
Column 4 - The nature of the economic value of the information.

Column 5 - The existing restrictions on access to the information.
Statement of confidentiality:

I, Mark John Grobler, compiled, or supervised the persons who compiled, the
attached list. I believe that the information in that list is confidential
information as defined in section 1(1) of the Competition Act.

Name and Title of person authorised to sign:

Mark John Grobler,>Tead of Legal Affairs, Samsung Electronics South Africa
Proprietary Limited

Contacting the
Commission
The Competition Commission
Private Bag X23
Lynnwood Ridge
Pretoria 0040
Republic of South Africa
Tel: 27 012 394 3226
Fax: 27 012 394 0166
e-mail: ccsa@compcom.co.za

For Office
Use Only:

Commission file number:

Date filed:

This form is prescribed by the Minister of Trade and Industry in terms of section 21 (4) of the Competition Act 1998 (Act No. 89 of 1998)

This form is prescribed by the Minister of Trade and Industry in terms of section 21 (4) of the Competition Act 1998 (Act No. 89 of 1998)

